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ANALYSIS OF THE FINITE ELEMENT VARIATIONAL CRIMES
IN THE NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION OF TRANSONIC FLOW

HARALD BERGER AND MILOSLAV FEISTAUER

Abstract. The paper presents a detailed theory of the finite element approxi-

mations of two-dimensional transonic potential flow. We consider the boundary

value problem for the full potential equation in a general bounded domain fi

with mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions. In the discretization of

the problem we proceed as usual in practice: the domain Q is approximated by

a polygonal domain, conforming piecewise linear triangular elements are used,

and the integrals are evaluated by numerical quadratures. Using a new version

of entropy compactification of transonic flow and the theory of finite element

variational crimes for nonlinear elliptic problems, we prove the convergence of

approximate solutions to the exact physical solution of the continuous problem,

provided its existence can be shown.

Introduction

The investigation of transonic flow represents a very interesting part of fluid

dynamics, both from physical and mathematical points of view. The interest

resides in specific phenomena in high-speed gas flow and in the character of

equations describing transonic flow.

Although transonic flow problems play an extremely important role in the

design of high-speed airplanes, turbomachines, and compressors, the funda-

mental general questions concerning the existence and uniqueness of solutions

are still open. Some results in this direction were obtained, e.g., by DiPerna

[11], Morawetz [29], and Feistauer, Mandel, and Ñecas [15, 16, 17, 18, 32].
The publications [15, 16, 32] emphasize the importance of the second law of

thermodynamics represented as an entropy condition; in [11, 17, 18, 29] the

viscosity method is studied.

In contrast to the lack of theoretical results there exists a series of methods

for the simulation of various types of transonic flow. Here we shall deal with

the numerical solution of the transonic flow model based on the full potential

equation.

Most numerical methods for the solution of transonic potential flow use fi-

nite differences, upwinding in the density and line relaxation, and often apply
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multigrid techniques ([1, 8, 25]). As an extension of this approach, the finite

element method on structured meshes combined again with upwinding in the

density and line relaxation can be considered ([9, 10]).

Remarkable results were obtained by Glowinski, Pironneau, Bristeau, Pén-

aux, Perrier, and Poirier ([24, 5, 22, 23]), who use the finite element method

on unstructured meshes, least squares, and conjugate gradients. The entropy

condition, which is incorporated into the minimization problem as a penalty

functional, separates physical solutions from unphysical ones ([24, 4]). The

convergence of this method for the case of polygonal domains was proved in

Berger [3].
In this paper we shall study the finite element approximation of the tran-

sonic flow problem in a general bounded plane domain Q described by the
full potential equation with mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions.
In the discretization of the problem we proceed as usual in practice: the do-

main Í2 with a piecewise curved boundary is approximated by a polygonal one,

conforming piecewise linear triangular elements are used, and the integrals are
evaluated by numerical quadratures. This means, according to Strang ([34]),

that we commit the fundamental variational crimes. In order to improve the

results of numerical calculations, we introduce a more involved version of the

entropy condition.

Using Berger's generalization ([3]) of the entropy compactification results

obtained by Feistauer, Mandel, and Ñecas ([15, 16, 27]), and the theory of

finite element variational crimes for nonlinear elliptic problems by Feistauer,

Zenísek, Sobotíková ([19, 20, 21]), we shall present a detailed analysis for the

convergence of entropie approximate solutions to an exact physical solution

of the transonic potential flow problem. Special attention will be paid to the

complete investigation of the convergence of the least squares method with
entropie penalization.

1. Continuous problem

1.1. Some fundamental concepts. We shall deal with two-dimensional models

of stationary, adiabatic, homentropic, compressible, irrotational flows described
by the full potential equation

(1.1.1) t£(»«*|v*fl|j;)-o i»"

Here, ßcR2 is a bounded domain that represents the region filled by the fluid,

u is the velocity potential, and p is the density given by the relation

K-l \l/{K-l) L    2al
(1.1.2) p(s) = a, ( 1 - -^-s ) ,       J€ 0, o

K-l

where po > 0 and arj > 0 are the density and speed of sound, respectively,

at zero velocity, and k > 1 is the Poisson adiabatic constant. The velocity

field is given by v = Vw = {du/dx\, dujdxi). If the flow is plane, then
b = 1. In other two-dimensional models (flow in a fluid layer of variable
thickness, axially symmetric flow; cf., e.g., [13, 28, 1]) the function b depends
on x = (xi, xi) e il.
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We usually add to equation (1.1.1) mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary con-

ditions

(1.1.3) (a)   u\rD = uD,        (b)   b(x)p(\Vu\2) ^ = Qn,

where j¡¡ is the derivative in the direction of the outer unit normal to d£l and

Up, Qn are given functions. We assume that

(1.1.4) dn = TDuTN,     ronr^ = 0,

where the sets To and T^ are formed by a finite number of open arcs (i.e.,

arcs without their end points) and r0 , TN denote the closures of To and TN ,
respectively.

We assume that the velocity potential « is a single-valued function in Q.

This is true, e.g., if the domain Q is simply connected. In multiply connected

domains (flow past profiles) the situation becomes more complicated, owing to

the fact that m is a multivalued function. We must incorporate the so-called
Kutta-Joukowski trailing condition. For simplicity we do not consider this case.

The study of the boundary value problem (1.1.1), (1.1.3, a-b) is fraught with
difficulties caused by the nonlinearity of equation (1.1.1) and the fact that it is

of mixed type: equation (1.1.1) is

(1.1.5)

elliptic for |Vm|2 <

parabolic for     |Vm|2 =

hyperbolic for   |Vm|2 >

We say that the flow in Q

H
K + 1

K+ 1

K + 1

(subsonic flow),

(sonic flow),

(supersonic flow).

is transonic, if there are two nonempty subsets

Qi, Q2 C Q such that the flow is subsonic in Qi and supersonic in Çlj . The

boundary between Qi and Q2 is not known in advance and depends on the

solution of equation (1.1.1). This boundary is usually formed by sonic lines and
shock waves (or briefly shocks), characterized by jumps in the velocity and den-

sity. This means that the velocity potential u is not continuously differentiable

in Q.
Across the shock T we consider the Rankine-Hugoniot transition conditions

du\ +
on r,

(1.1.6)

.      du
(a) Tt dt

(b) p(\Vu\2) g!
,,„   ,2x du

on r,

where - or + denotes the quantities in front of, or behind, the shock wave

(with respect to the flow direction), respectively. By vertical bars and f-t and

■Ifc we denote here the derivatives with respect to the tangential and normal
directions to the shock, respectively.

The fact that transonic flow with shock waves is an irreversible process re-

quires the incorporation of the second law of thermodynamics into our model.

We express it as the entropy condition

1 +

(1.1.7) IVwI >|Vw| on r,
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which means that the velocity must decrease across the shock wave.

We remark that the transition across the shock is connected with an increase

of the entropy and a rise of the vorticity. Therefore, the model of irrotational

and homentropic flows can only be used provided the quantity |Vw|2 does not

exceed 2öq/(/c + 1) too much. Then only so-called weak shocks occur, and

the entropy increase as well as the vorticity production across the shock are

negligible. This allows us to modify the function p(s) given in (1.1.2) close to

the point 2a2,/(/c + 1) and to extend it onto the interval [0, +cxo) in such a way

that

(a)   peCl([0,+oo)),

K _ !   x !/(-!)
(b)   p(s) = po [ I --^-s ) fors e [0,s,]

-'o
t2

(1-1-8) with*, e (^\, -^\] (si is close to -M-) ,
\K+l     K- 1/  \ K-lJ

(C)     0 < px < p(s) < po ,

\p'(s)(l+s)\<c0,

p'{s)<0   forallse[0,+oo).

Here, p0, p^, c0 > 0 are constants.

Of course, if « is a solution of equation (1.1.1) with the modified density

p satisfying (1.1.8), then the corresponding velocity field v = Vw has physical

sense, provided

(1.1.9) |Vw|2<5i.

1.2. Formulation of the problem. In the following we shall assume that the
boundary_9Q is Lipschitz continuous and piecewise of class C3. By the sym-

bols C*(fi), C°°(Q), If {SI), LP(dQ), Wk>P(Q),etc. we shall denote the
well-known spaces of continuously differentiable functions, Lebesgue and

Sobolev spaces of measurable functions, equipped_with their usual norms

(see, e.g., [26, 31, 6]). We set C0°°(fi) = {v e.C°°(ñ); suppv c Í2}, where

suppv = {x ; v(x) ^ 0} is the support of v . Beside the norm in WX'2(Q) ,

(1.2.1) ll"lk..2(Q)=(^("2 + |VM|2)^      ,

we shall use the seminorm

(1.2.2) \u\m.2{ü)= QjV«|2¿x)     .

The concept of the above spaces will also be employed for other open sets, and

we shall use a similar notation.

By meas we shall denote the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure.

1.2.3. Assumptions on data. (A) There exists a domain flcR2 and constants

b\, b2 such that

ñcQ,     beCl{ñ),    0 <bi<b<b2<+OC   inñ;
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(B) qN: YN —> R1 , qN € L°°(YN), q^ is piecewise of the class C2 on YN ; if

Yd = 0 , then

/   qNdS = 0;
Jan

(C) w0: rD -» R1, uD = u*\rD , where u* e if 1-00(R2) (the restriction u*\rD

is meant to be in the sense of traces on dSI) ; if To = 0, we set h'íO.

1.2.4. Classical formulation. For simplicity, let us assume that SI is a simply

connected domain (e.g., in the form of a channel) and that there exists only

one shock wave in SI represented by a smooth arc T such that SI - Y =

Sl~ U Si+ , where Sl~ , Q+ are disjoint nonempty domains. Let us consider the

flow direction from Sl~ to Sl+ . Then we can introduce

1.2.5. Definition. A function w:Q->R' is a classical solution of the transonic

flow problem in SI, if
1. ueC°(Sl),

2. u\sf £C2(st),
3. u satisfies (1.1.1) in Q"Ufi+ and (1.1.3, a-b) on dSl,
4. u satisfies (1.1.6, b).

We say that m is a physical solution, if it satisfies (1.1.7) on Y and (1.1.9) in

S1-UQ+.
Let us note that (1.1.6, a) is automatically satisfied if (1) and (2) hold.

1.2.6. Weak formulation. Let us introduce the spaces

(a) T = {veC°°{Sl);sappvcSiuYN}   ifYD¿0,

(b) T = ív£C°°{Q.); ívdx = o\    ifTD = 0

and set

(1.2.8) V = WWl'2(ÇÎ) = the closure of T in Wl'2(Sl).

1.2.9. Lemma. We have
(a) V = {veWl-2(Si);v\rD = 0} if YD ¿ 0 .

(b) V = {ve Wl'2(Sl); Javdx = 0} ifTD = z.

The proof of case (a) can be found in [12]; in case (b) we use regularization

(cf. [26], [31]).    D

1.2.10. Lemma. There exists a constant c > 0 such that

ll«ll»".í(n)<¿l"l»".í(Q)   VweF.
Hence, |*|^12(n) is a norm in V equivalent to the norm || • llw.^n)-

The proof follows from Friedrichs' or Poincaré's inequality in the case 1.2.9,

(a) or (b), respectively (cf. [31]).    D
Further, let us define the forms

(1.2.11) a{u,v)= [ bp{\Vu\2)Vu-Vvdx,        u, v e Wx-2{Sl),
Ja

(1.2.12) L(v)= f  qNvdS,        v£Wl>2(Si),

which are linear with respect to v .
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1.2.13.   Lemma. There exist constants c, a > 0 such that for all u, v, w e
Wl-2(Sl)

(a) \a(u, v)\ < c||m||^i,2(îî)||v||»m,2(îî) ,

(b) a{v,v)>a\v\2wul(a),

(c) |fl(M,«;)-û(t;,iti)| <c|M-u|^i,2(n)|tu|^i,2(n),

(d) \L{v)\<c\\v\\m,Ha).
Hence, the functions a(u, •) (u e Wl'2(Si)) and L are continuous linear func-
tional on Wx-2(Si).

The proof follows from properties ( 1.1.8) of the function p and assumptions

1.2.3 (A), (B). See, e.g., [3].    D
The weak formulation of the problem can be derived in a standard way.

Starting from the classical solution in the sense of Definition 1.2.5, we multiply

(1.1.1) by an arbitrary »ef, integrate over SI, apply Green's theorem, and

use (1.1.3, b), (1.L6, b), (1.2.8), and Lemma 1.2.9. We obtain the following

problem: Find u: SI —> R1 such that

(a)   ueWl'2(Sl),

(1.2.14) (b)   u-u*£V,

(c)   a(u,v) = L{v)   VtieK

We call u a weak solution of problem (1.1.1), (1.1.3, a-b), (1.1.6, a-b).
It is easy to show that problems 1.2.5 (l)-(4) and (1.2.14, a-c) are formally

equivalent. This means that the classical solution u satisfies (1.2.14, a-c) and

conversely, a weak solution satisfying conditions (1), (2) of 1.2.5 is a classical

solution. However, the concept of a weak solution is more general, and it can
also be used for transonic flow with several shock waves.

1.2.15. Weak formulation of the entropy condition. In order to get a physical

weak solution, it is necessary that this solution fulfills condition (1.1.9) and

satisfies, in addition, the entropy condition (1.1.7) in a suitable sense.

Glowinski and Pironneau ([24, 5, 22, 23]) originally suggested an equivalent

form of the entropy condition (1.1.7), which reads

(1.2.16) - / VwVvdx<K [ vdx   Vv e C0°°(Q)+.
Ja Ja

Here, K > 0 is a suitable constant and

(1.2.17) C0°°(Q)+ = {ve C$°(Si);v > 0 in SI}.

This condition has a very strong compactifying property, as has been pointed

out in [15, 16, 32]. Nevertheless, its discrete analogue on unstructured meshes

causes sometimes instabilities near the solid wall boundary, where the super-

sonic pocket occurs. Therefore, it was suggested to apply condition (1.2.16)

with test functions from C°°(Q)+ instead of Co°(íí)+ . However, this modi-

fication is no longer consistent with the original (1.1.7) and moreover, in our

numerical experiments we observed that its discretization causes convergence
problems of the numerical scheme on the inflow and outflow boundary.

In order to overcome these various difficulties, we shall develop a new ap-

proach, which has good properties both from the theoretical and numerical point

of view.
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We assume that the Neumann boundary Yn is split into two parts Y°N and

YlN satisfying

/j 218) rAr = rA,urA,,     Y°NnYN = 0,

Qn\p> = °»        Qn\v> ¥" o.
N N

We assume that 1^, and YN are unions of a finite number of open arcs.

In order to reformulate condition (1.1.7), we introduce the following sets:

( 1.2.19) r+ = {v e C°°(fl); suppv c SiLiY%,v >0 in SI},

(1.2.20) E+ = g+      ( '.
Using the techniques from [12], we can show that

(1.2.21) E+ = {ve Wi'2{Si);v\rD{jVf/ = 0,v>0mSi}.

Now the modified entropy condition has the form

(1.2.22) - [ Vu-Vvdx<K [ vdx   1vt%+.
Ja Ja

In view of (1.2.20), we can also use v e E+ as test functions in (1.2.22).

Further, it is evident that (1.2.22) implies (1.2.16). If we assume regularity of

the solution u and the shock wave Y mentioned in Definition 1.2.5, then by

virtue of (1.2.18) it is possible to prove the equivalence of (1.2.22) and (1.1.7).

In view of the above considerations we define in Wx • 2(Q) the closed convex

subset of admissible functions

(p£K{u€Wl<°o(Sl) ;||VM||ioo(n)<5i,
(1.2.23) l

- / Vu • Vv dx < K Í v dx Vw € ^+\

and introduce the following

1.2.24. Definition. We say that u: Si —> R1 is a weak physical solution of the
transonic flow problem, if it satisfies (1.2.14, a-c) and, moreover, u e <pfd K for

some K > 0.

2. Discrete problem

2.1. Triangulations and finite element spaces. Let us consider systems

{Slh}h€{o,h0) (ho > 0) of polygonal approximations of SI and triangulations

{•%}h€{o,ho) of Slh with the following properties:

(a) the vertices of Slh lie on dSl,

(b) ^ is formed by a finite number of closed triangles,

(c) Uh =  [J T,

(2.1.1) (d)   if T\, T2 e Jh , Tx ¿ T2, then either T{ n T2 = 0 or

T\ n T2 is a common vertex or a common

side of T\,T2,

(e)    if T € ¿7f,, then at most two vertices of T lie on

dSl.
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We denote by a¡¡ = {P\, ... , Pp/h} the set of all vertices of S^ and let

(a) ah c Q, <rhndSih c dSl,

(b) YDnYN,YNnYNcoh,

(2.1.2) (c)    the points of dSl, where either the condition of C3-

smoothness of d SI or the condition of C2-smoothness

of qN are not satisfied, are elements of oh.

By hj and Ût we shall denote the length ofthe maximal side and the magnitude

of the minimal angle of T g ^, respectively. We set

(2.1.3) h = max.hr,        u¡¡ = minor.

We shall assume that the system {^}/,e(o,A0) is regular. This means that there

exists #o such that

(2.1.4) tfA>#0>0   VAe(0,Ao).

By r0/i, T^ , T^ , and YNh we denote the approximation of r0 , YN, YN ,

and T^, respectively.
Approximate solutions to problem (1.2.14, a-c) will be sought in the finite-

dimensional space of conforming piecewise linear elements

(2.1.5) Xh = {vh ; vh G C°(SÍh), vh is affine on each T G ̂ }.

The space V will be approximated by

(a) Vh = {vheXh;vh\rDh=0}

(216) ={vh&Xh;vh(Pi) = 0VPi€ohnTD}   ifYD¿0,

(b) Vh = {vheXh;J vhdx = o\   ifr0 = 0.

By Wfl¡, i = 1, ..., Nf,, we denote the basis functions in X/, with the property

wh,{Pj) = ¿u , i,j=l,...,Nk.
We further denote by rk: ct/, —> A^ the operator of the Lagrange interpolation:

(2.1.7) rAweZA,    (rÄu)(P/) = w(P/)   V7> e ah   for^a^R1.

2.2. Finite element discretization of the problem. Let the form a(u, v) be

approximated by

(2.2.1) äh{u,v)= I  bp{\Vu\2)Vu-Vvdx,        u, v G Wl-2(Slh).
Jah

In order to approximate L(v), we shall introduce an approximation qsh : YNh —>

R1 of qN • Let xf, xf be the local Cartesian coordinates in the neighborhood

of a side S c dSlh of a triangle le^i adjacent to dSlh such that xf and

xf are measured in the tangential and normal direction to 5, respectively.

Now (provided h e (0, ho) and ho is sufficiently small), the arc £ C dSl

approximated by the side S, can be expressed by the graph of a function xf =
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<Psh{xf), xf G [0,s(S)] (s(S) = the length of S). Then for S c TNh and

X c Yn we define qnh \$ as

(2.2.2) qNh{xf) = qN{xf, tpsh(xf))

and put

(2.2.3) lh(vk)= f   qNhvdS,       veWl-2(Slh).

We note that from the assumption that dSl is Lipschitz continuous and piece-

wise of class C3 it follows that (cf. [14, §3.3])

(2.2.4) \?sh(xf)\<ch2,        xf G [0,5(5)].

Here and in the sequel, c denotes a generic constant independent of h , which

can have different values at different places.

From the Sobolev imbedding theorems ([6, 26, 31]) it follows that

(2.2.5) Wl'P{Sl)cC°(Si)   for/? G (2,oo].

Therefore, each v G Wl'r(Sl) is for r > 2 defined on the set Of,, and we can

construct its Lagrange interpolant r^v .
The approximation of the Dirichlet boundary data u* G Wl '°°(R2) is given

by

(2.2.6) u*h = rhu*eXh.

Now we could already formulate the discrete problem of (1.2.14, a-c). How-

ever, in practice the integrals in (2.2.1) and (2.2.3) are evaluated by numerical

integration. We write

(a)     / Fdx= Y  I Fdx,
l« Ten '

(b) FdxKmeK(T)T(DTtkF(xT!k)   if FtC°(T).
Jt k=i

Here, xTk G T and %^ G R1. We shall assume that

(a) œTk>0,

(2.2.8) Ä(b) 5>r,* = l.
k=i

Similarly, we evaluate integrals over YNh :

(a)     /   FdS=  Y,   iFdS>
JrNl! „^f   Js

(2.2.9)

(b)     [FdS = s(S)J2ßsjF(xSj)   ifFeC°(S),

where xSj € S, ßSj G R1 and S1 c YNh is a side of a triangle T e !Th . We

assume that

the order of the integration formulas (2.2.7, b) and

{ ' (2.2.9, b) is > 1.
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If we approximate the forms a¡¡ and Lh by means of (2.2.7, a-b) and (2.2.9,

a-b), then for uh,vhe Xh we get

(a) ah{uh ,vh)=J2 meâS(T)P(\(^uh\T)\2)^uh\T

kr

(2 2 11) •VVk\T^¡2(OTjb(XT,j),

ks

(b) Lh{vh)= Yl s(s)Y^<JqN^xsj)vh(xsj)-

scfsh       >='

Note that if all xjj G i^ and Xsj G ̂ a riT^, then for practical computations

it is not necessary to extend the function b outside of Q and to introduce the

approximation qNh of qN.

From the results of [20, Theorems 2.2.4 and 2.2.7] it is known that because
of (1.1.8), 1.2.3, (2.2.8), and (2.2.10), the following estimates hold:

(2 2 12)       'a^"A ' Vh) ~ äh<'Uh ' Vh^ - CÄ(1 + llM/,llH/1'2(«*))H'i;',ll»",2(n*)

Vuh,vheXh,vhe(0,h0),

(2.2.13)        \Lh(vh)-Lh(vh)\<ch\\vk\\wi,2{Qk)   WheXh,Vhe(0,h0).

In view of later considerations we shall add to L/, a continuous linear pertur-

bation functional 3%: Vh —► R1 which has the property

(2.2.14) lim 4
h->0 '

sup t.—¡j-} - 0.
vhevh \\vh\\wi-Hah)

(Its form will be specified later.)
Now we come to

2.2.15.   Discrete problem. Find uk\ Slh —► R1 such that

(a)   uheXh,

(2.2.16) (b)    uh-u*h€Vh,

(c)   ah(uh,vh) = Lh{vh)+J%(vh)   Vvh G Vh.

Using the same techniques as in [19, 21], we can prove the solvability of

problem (2.2.16, a-c):

2.2.17.   Theorem. For each he(0,ho) there exists at least one solution uk of

problem (2.2.16, a-c) which satisfies the estimate

\\Uh\\wi.2(at)<c>       he(0,h0),

with c independent of h.

In the discretization of the entropy condition (1.2.22) we can proceed in a

natural way, leading to

- /   Vuh • Vvh dx <K      vhdx
(2.2.18) Ja" ■/n* _

VvA G El = {vh G Xh ; vh\f    =i   = 0 and vh > 0 in Slh}.
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However, it will be convenient to generalize this condition in the following way:

2.2.19. Definition. Let K > 0 be an arbitrary fixed constant. A function

Uf, G Xh satisfies the discrete entropy condition, if

(2.2.20) - /  Vuh . Vvhdx<K [ vhdx + y{h)\\vh\\L«,(ak)   VvA G £+ ,
Jah Jah

where y : (0, h0) -> [0, +oo) and

(2.2.21) Iimy(A) = 0.
h—*0+

2.2.22. Definition. We say that uh\ Slh -» R1 is a physical approximate solu-
tion of the transonic flow problem if it satisfies (2.2.16, a-c) (where Sfh has

property (2.2.14)) and

(2 2 23)       Uh e <P^'K'h := *** € *A ' H^lß-W») - Sl and <Ph satisfies

the discrete entropy condition(2.2.20)}.

Let us remark that Theorem 2.2.17 does not guarantee the existence of a so-

lution that satisfies, in addition, the discrete entropy condition and the uniform

pointwise estimate for the gradient. Therefore, we shall reformulate the discrete

problem in a suitable way which takes these features into account.

2.3. Least squares method with penalization. In this subsection we shall refor-

mulate the problem of finding a physical approximate solution as a minimiza-

tion problem. This approach was introduced by Glowinski and Pironneau in

their paper [24]. (Cf. also [3, 4, 5, 22, 23].) Instead of seeking the solution Uf¡
of (2.2.16, a-c) satisfying (2.2.23), we shall solve an appropriate minimization

problem.
Let us denote A¡ = meas(suppwAi), i = 1,..., Nk . Further, we define the

set

(2.3.1) dh = {Pi£(7h:PiiTDuTlN}.

Now we introduce the positive functional J¿ : Xh -> R1 by

Mn):=\¡  \VÇh(<ph)\2dx

(2.3.2)

+ f Eli   (-/  V<ph-Vwhidx-K [  whidx)

where ^>0, A^>0, e>0 are arbitrary but fixed constants and (¿)+ =

max(i, 0) for t G R1. The function Çh :- £,h{<Ph) is defined as a solution of the

discrete weak Poisson problem

(a)   ih€Vh,

(2 3 3) f
v (b)     /   VÍ* • VuA dx = ah{(ph , vh) - Lh(vh)   Vvh G Vh.

Jn*
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The functional J^ can be considered as a cost functional with (2.3.3) as

the corresponding state equation. Note that the function £A(ç»A) is a weighted

residual of the expression a^iph, vk)-Lk(vk) • Clearly, if J^iVh) = 0 f°r some

(ph G u\ + Vh := {uh eXh;uh = u*h + zh, zh e Vh}, then £A($pA) = 0, and (ph is

a solution of (2.2.16, a-c) with J/¡ = 0.
In order to incorporate the discrete entropy condition (2.2.18), Glowinski

and Pironneau introduced the penalty functional ¿Ph: Xh -> R1

(2.3.4) <?h{<ph) := £ £ i   (- Í V<ph- VwA, dx-K í wh¡ dx)

However, they considered the case e = 1 and âA = cta n Slh . It had been ob-
served in Berger's paper [3] that the case e > 1 leads to a convergence problem,

provided Q is a polygonal domain. Without the incorporation of &k into the
functional J^ one obtains nonphysical solutions with expansion shocks as a
minimizer of J% (see Glowinski and Pironneau [24] and Berger, Warnecke,
and Wendland [4]).

We now define a family of functions {ma}A6(o,a0) by the solution of the

discrete minimization problem

(2.3.5) Jh(uh):=        min       Sk(ç>h).

llvnlli°o(nA)<*2

Here, s2 G [0, oo) is an arbitrary but fixed constant. The functional ^ is

continuous, and its minimum over the finite-dimensional closed bounded set

KS2,h ■= {<Ph\ <Ph € uH + Vh, \\V<Ph\\2Loc{Sik) < s2} is obtained in at least one

element uk G KSl h.

For our further considerations we shall introduce the following definition and

mention some results which will be used later.

2.3.6. Definition. We say that the family {HTk} of triangulations is quasiuni-
form if each triangle T G ̂  contains a circle of radius C\h and if it is contained

in a circle of radius c2h . Here, c\ and c2 are constants independent of h and

T.

The following estimates can be derived for a quasiuniform family of trian-

gulations (cf., e.g., [6]):

(2.3.7) ||V«;Ai.||Loo(ûa) < p       i=\,...,Nh,

(2.3.8) ch2<Aj<Ch2,       i=l,...,Nk,

(2.3.9) Nh <
c

w
Here, c, C are positive constants independent of h .

Now we shall prove that the family {uh} defined by (2.3.5) satisfies an esti-

mate which already looks similar to the entropy condition (2.2.20). The tech-
nique of the proof is similar to the one for Theorem 4.1 in Berger [3].

2.3.10.   Theorem. Let {^}Ae(o,A0) be a quasiuniform family of triangulations,

or more generally, let  {5^}  be such that  (2.3.9)  holds.    Then the family
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{uh}h€(o,h0) of solutions of the minimization problem (2.3.5) satisfies the in-

equality

- I  Vuh-Vvhdx<K i vhdx + cv^("a)A*-1 NIU~(n»)
(2.3.11)      Jo,, Jo,,

\/vh G E+.

(The constant c> 0 is independent of h.)

Proof. Let vh E E¿. Then, by the definition of ¿t°h(uh) and the Cauchy in-
equality, we obtain

- /   V«A • Vvh dx-K      vhdx
Jah Jah

= Y, Vh(P¡) (- [ VwA • Vwhi dx-K I whi dx)

< Y] vh(P¡) (- f  VwA • Vwh¡ dx-K í  whi dx)
Pi£dh \   Jnh Jah )

< ||vAlU~(n») Y (- /   Vuh-Vwhidx-K /   wh,dx)
¿7Í. \   Jnk Jah JPith

1/2

< HvaIU-ícu)^! Y^\(-jaVuh-^wh^x-KJ^whidxy '■

< ||v*||Lco(Qè)V^   max   AfÁ\&h(uh).
1—1 ,..., rtft y   fi

Using (2.3.8) and (2.3.9), we immediately obtain (2.3.11).   D

2.3.12. Remark. If YD = 0 or u* = 0, then it is easy to prove that &h(uh)
is uniformly bounded by a constant independent of h (see [3, Lemma 4.1]).

Hence, (2.3.11) implies that for these cases

(2.3.13)      - f  Vuh-Vvhdx<K j   vhdx + che-l\\vh\\Loo{ah]   VvA G E+
Jah Jah

is valid, and for e > 1 the solutions of the minimization problem (2.3.5) satisfy

the discrete entropy condition (2.2.20), (2.2.21).

3. Convergence

Here we shall deal with the convergence of the approximate finite element

solutions wA of the transonic flow problem to an exact solution, provided h -»

0. The main tools are the compactification properties of the entropy condition

(discovered by Feistauer, Mandel, Ñecas [15, 16, 27] and generalized by Berger

[3]) and the analysis of the finite element variational crimes for nonlinear elliptic

problems by Feistauer, Zenísek, Sobotíková [19, 20, 21].

3.1. Preliminaries. In the sequel we shall consider a family {■9h}he(o,h0) °f

triangulations of the domains QA and assume that ho > 0 is sufficiently small.
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We set

(3.1.1) wh = si-ñh,     TA = nA-Q.

By [14, Lemma 3.3.4],

(3.1.2) meas(wA u ta) < ch2.

If T G ̂  is a boundary element, i.e., an element adjacent to dSlh with vertices

Pf, Pi G dSl and PT g Slh n SI, then by Pd we shall denote the curved
triangle with two straight sides P[P[, P2P[ and one curved side ^2T c dSi

with endpoints P[, Pf . We call Tlà ideal element associated with T.

If we replace all boundary triangles in ^ by their associated ideal elements,
we obtain the ideal triangulation ^ld of the domain Q, associated with ^.

Let vh G Xh . We define its natural extension vh G C(QA U Si) as wA = vk

on QA and vA|r¡d = p\r* > where /? is the polynomial of order < 1 satisfying

P|r = vA|r. It is evident that vh G Wl-»(Sl) for p G [1, oo] (cf. Ciarlet [6,

Theorem 2.1.1]).

In [20, Lemma 3.3.13], the following estimate for the approximation Lh of

the form L was proved:

(3.1.3) \Lh(vh)-L(vh)\<ch2\\vh\\m.2{Çlh),       vh e Xh, h e (0, h0).

Further, by a technique analogous to [20, Lemma 3.3.12], we prove that

(3.1.4) P*ki.»(«»UT») ̂  chl/p\\vh\\Wi.,(ak),

(3 1 5) II«aIIi><«*ut*) < cA2/J,ll«Alki.»(n»)
VüAGXA,VÄG(0,Ä0),VpG[l,oo].

Here and in the following, the constant c is independent of h and «A, but

it can depend on p in general. For the proof of (3.1.5) we need the uniform

theorem on traces in Wl 'P(£2A), which is a consequence of similar arguments

as in [14, Theorem 3.3.6] and [26, Chapter 6]: For p G [1, oo] there exists a

constant c > 0 such that

(3.1.6) \\v\\is{9ah)<c\\v\\m,P{ah),       v&W^"{Slh),he(Q,ho).

3.1.7. Lemma. We have

(3.1.8) \\vh\\w^Hah)<c\vh\w^\ah)   VvA G Vh, VA G (0, /z0)

w/íA c independent of vh and h .

Proof. In the case To ^ 0 (cf. (2.1.6, a)) the assertion is a consequence of the

discrete form of Friedrichs' inequality ([35]).
Let Yd = 0. Then Vh is defined by (2.1.6, b). For uA G Vh , let us set

(3.1.9) vh = vh- n   / vhdx.
meas(£2) Ja

It is evident that vh e V (see (1.2.9, b)) and, by virtue of Lemma 1.2.10,

(3.1.10) \\Vh\\m,i(a) ^ c2I*a|2^,2(£î)-

Now, using the relation

lUAlw'.2(iî)  =  1^1^1,2^) + Mwl,2(ft)/i) - \Vk\W\,l(Xh),
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similar relations for H^ll^c.) and ¡avhdx, estimates (3.1.4), (3.1.5), and

(2.1.6, b), we find that

(3.1.11)

>l(\\v„\\2^-c([      \vh\dx))I^IIÍ2(£i)> 2 IIIwaIIl2(£í)

>2(\\vh\\2mah)-ch2\\vh\\2m,2{Clh)),

I*aIwi.2(£î) ̂  \vh\\yi-2(ah) -ch\\vk\\Wi,nQhy

From (3.1.10) and (3.1.11) we get

(j-ch)\\vh\\2m¡2{Qh) < c2(\vh\2m,2{Clh) + ch\\vh\\2vl,2{çlii)),

which immediately yields (3.1.8), provided A G (0, Ao) and Ao > 0 is suffi-
ciently small.   D

In the same way as in [21] we define the ideal interpolation If: C°(Sl) -*

W1'p(Si). The construction of the interpolant Ifv to v G C(Sl) is described
in [21, Definition 5.1.1], and is based on [20, Lemma 3.3.4] and the results from
Zlámal [36]. For our further considerations the following property is important.

If T G ̂  is a boundary triangle with vertices Pf, P% G dSÏ, Tid is the
ideal element associated with T, and E c dSl is the curved side of Tld with

end points Pf, P[, then we have the implication

(3.1.12) v(p[) = v(P[) = 0^Ihdv = Q   on I.

If we proceed in the same way as in the proof of [36, Theorem 2], where we set

k = 2 and work in Wk<P(Sl) (pe[l, oo]) instead of Wk-2(Sï), we get the
estimate

(3.1.13) \\lfvh-vh\\m.P(ah)<ch\\vh\\m.nah)   VvagXaVAg(0,A0).

From (3.1.12), (1.2.21), (2.2.18), and the construction of if (see [21, Defini-
tion 5.1.1] and [20, Lemma 3.3.4]) we can see that

(3.1.14) vheE+^IidvheE+.

Further, for vk G Vh , define vh e V in the following way:

(a) vh = Iidvh   ifTD#0,

(3.1.15) 1        t
(b) vh = vh- ,n, / vh dx   if rD = 0.

meas(i¿) Ja
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Then we have

3.1.16.   Lemma. For p G [1, oo] there holds

(3.1.17) \\vh-vh\\w<,,m<ch\\vh\\m,P{Slh)   Vi;agFa,VAg(0,A0).

Proof. Provided Yd ^ 0, the assertion (3.1.17) is a consequence of (3.1.13).
Let YD = 0. Then

I Í
\\Vh-vh\\wx,p(Çl) = (meas(Q)),/p_1   / vhdx\

\Ja I

= (meas(Q))1/,p_1   /   vhdx+      vhdx-     vhdx
I Jah J(oh Jxh

If we use the assumption that vh G Vh , which means that

vh dx = 0,
/

then from the Holder inequality, (3.1.2) and (3.1.5) we get the estimate

\\h -«aIIw.^O) ̂  cA2llw*ll»"-'(n»)

with c independent of vA and A. Hence, also (3.1.17) holds.   D

In the sequel, for v G Wl'p(Sl) we shall denote by vc the extension of v .

That is, vc G IT1 'P(R2), vc\a = v , and

(3.1.18) IKIIifi.P^^clMl^i.pfn.),

where c is independent of v and p (cf. [31, Chapter 2, §3.7]).

By [7, Theorem 6], [19, proof of Lemma 3.1.3], and (3.1.4), (3.1.5) we have
the following approximation results:

3.1.19.   Lemma. Provided v e Wl'p(Si), we have

(a) \\vc-rhv\\m.P{ah) -* 0   forp G (2, oo),

(b) llu-rÄüllw'.oin) -♦ 0  forp & (2, oo),

(3-L2°)                (c)   \\rkv\\wh,{Qli)<c\\v\\wt.P(a)  forpe (2, oo],

(d)       II^VlUoc^)  <   ||ü|U=o(£i),

(e)    ll^ülki.^n) ^ <1MliF'.*(n)   /orp G (2, oo],

vvAere c is a constant independent of v and A G (0, Ao).   D

Because of later considerations, in addition to the Lagrange interpolation
we introduce its modification nA : erA —> Vh defined in the following way: For

v : ah —> R1 we set

(a)   Uhv = rhv   HYD¿0,

(3-L21) (b)   nkv = rkv-^m¡^rkvdx   if.17,-0.
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3.1.22.   Lemma. If pe (2, oo) and v G V r\ Wl'p(Sl), then

(a)   ||üc-IlAü||iri.j>(n») -> 0,

(3.1.23) (b)   ||v-nAt;||^.,(n)^00,

(c)   ||ü-(fí^)||^.í(O)*^°0.

The proof obtains from (3.1.20, a), (3.1.4), (3.1.5), and a similar technique
as in Lemma 3.1.16.   D

Now let us draw our attention to the solutions uh of problem (2.2.16, a-c).

We assume that u*h = rhu* and u* G Wl<°°{R2). In view of (2.2.16, b), the

solution Uh can be written in the form

(3.1.24) uh = u*h + zh,    where zh G Vh.

Similarly as in [19], we define the function u'h G Wl'2(Sl) associated with wA :

(3.1.25) u'h=Th + zh,

where zA is defined by (3.1.15).
In view of (3.1.20, c and e) we have

(3.1.26) \\u*h\\wi,p{Çïh),\\til\\m,p{n)<c,       Ag(0, A0),/>g[1, oo].

Let 52 > 0 and

(3.1.27) ||Vka||Lo.(IW < sfo,       Ag(0,A0).

Then, of course, also

(3.1.28) ||VïïA||Lco(£i) < y/si,        Ag(0,A0)

and

(3.1.29) ll"Alkt.oo(Qt),||ïïA||iyi.oo(n)<c,        Ag(0,A0).

Further, u'h - wA = zh - ~zh , zh = Uf,-u*, and u'h = wA + (u'h - wA). From this,

(3.1.17), (3.1.27), (3.1.29) we get the estimates

IIZAII »"•'(£!*) ^ c>
(3.1.30)

\\tSk-uk\\rri,r(Q) <ch\\zh\\m.Piah) <ch,       A G (0, A0), p G [1, oo],

and

(3 j 31) l|VMA||L=o(n) < VS2 + \\Uk-llk\\Wl.«,{a)

<v^2 + cA,        Ag(0,A0).

Hence,

(3.1.32) \\uk\\w*.,ia)<c,       he(0,h0),pe[l,oo].

This implies the existence of a subsequence {«/,„} and a function u such
that

hn -» 0+ ,

(3.1.33) u'hn - u    * -weakly in Wl<°°{Sl),

u'hn-u    weakly in Wl'p (SI), p e[l, oo).
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The aim of our following considerations will be to prove strong convergence of

u1, and to show that the limit « is a solution of the continuous transonic flow

problem.

3.2. Compactification by the discrete entropy condition. The proof of conver-

gence of the approximate solutions wA to a solution of the continuous problem

will be based on the following fundamental theorem:

3.2.1.   Theorem. Let q G (2, oo) and G„ G {Wl>*(Sl))'  (= dual to the space
Wl,q(Sl)) be a sequence satisfying

(3.2.2) GH - G weakly in (Wl •«(£!))'

and

(3.2.3) G„(v) < L\\v\\L~{a)   Vt;GC0°°(Q)+,

where L is a constant independent of v and n . Then

(3.2.4) Gn -» G strongly in (Wl 'p{Sl))'   for allp>q.

Proof. See Berger [3, Theorem 5.1].   D

We remark that the first version of this theorem was proved in [15] for the

case q - 2, L = 0, as an extension of Murat's result [30]. Theorem 3.2.1

represents a generalization of [27, Lemma 3.1].

Now we prove the first convergence result:

3.2.5. Theorem. Let {uk}, A G (0,Ao), be a family of physically admissible
approximate transonic flow solutions. This means that for each A G (0, Ao), the
approximation Uh satisfies (2.2.16, a-c) and wA g <p"d k a- Then there exists

a subsequence {«/,„} suchthat

(3.2.6) u'hn -» u strongly in Wl 'p(Sl)   Vp G [1, oo)

(where u'h is defined in (3.1.25)) and u is a physically admissible solution of

(1.2.14, a-c) satisfying u G ç"f K ■ Moreover,

(3.2.7) lim.\\uc-uhn\\wi,P(Cïhn) = 0,       p e [1, oo).

Proof. (I) Let q G (2, oo) be arbitrary and fixed. Let us consider the subse-

quence {ma„} and the function u satisfying (3.1.33). For simplicity we shall

write A := A„ in the sequel.
We define the linear functions G, Gh : Wx >«(Q) — R1 :

(a) Gh(v)--\   VUh-Vrhvdx - K /   rhv dx,
Ja„ Ja„

(3.2.8) y € Wl'«(Sl),h<E(0,h0),

(b) G(v)   =- [ VwVvdx-K [ vdx,        veWl>"(Sî).
Ja Ja

By the Holder inequality, (3.1.27), where we set s2 := 5i, and (3.1.20, c), we
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get

(3.2.9) |G<ti)W<?A(t;)|<cHiF«.«(Q),       « 6 Wl'"{Sl), A g (0, A0),

which means that G, Gh G (Wx>q(Sl))'.
(II) Now we show that

(3.2.10) Gh- G weakly in (Wl^(Sl))',    if A-* 0.

For arbitrary u G H/1,9(Q) we have

|G*(i>)-G(t;)|</i+/2 + /3,

where

I í I        I Í I
I\ = \      Vuh'V(rhv -vc)dx\+K\      (rhv - vc) dx ,

Un* I        Un* I

h-\      VwA • Vucdx -     VwA ■ Vu fi?x + K \      vcdx -     vdx
\Jah Ja \Jah Ja

I Í I
h = \¡ V(ma -«)• Vu</x .

Un I

By (3.1.20, a), (3.1.27), and the Holder inequality, we have I\ —► 0 for A —► 0.
By (3.1.33) also 73 - 0. Further,

h< \      Vma • Vuc dx -     VwA • Vu ¿x
I ̂ n* Ja

+ K\     vcdx - / vdx\ -I-  / V(wA - wA) • Vu dx .
\Jah Ja Un

If we use (3.1.2), the Holder inequality, (3.1.29), (3.1.30), and the absolute
continuity of the Lebesgue integral, we find that

h< I      \Vüh-Vvc\dx + K i      \ve\dx + ch\\v\\fyi.,(a)^0.
ltohUTh ■'«U/.UT*

Hence, (3.2.10) is valid.

Since the functions uk satisfy the discrete entropy condition, (2.2.20) and

(2.2.21) hold. There exist constants L > 0 and Ai G (0, Ao) such that y(h) < L
for all A G (0, Ai). For arbitrary u G C^Q)"1" we have rhv G E¿ and thus,
by (3.1.20, d) and (3.2.8, a), we get

Gh(v) < L|M|L=o(n),        v G C0°°(fi)+, A G (0, A,).

We see that the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.1 are satisfied, and since q > 2
was arbitrary, it follows that

(3.2.11) Gh — G strongly in (Wl -p(Sï))'   for all p > 2.
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We use the relations obtained by a recurrent process:

(a)    \u-u'h\2m,2{Cl) = J V(u-u'h)-V(u-u'h)dx

= / Vu-V(u-u'h)dx- / Vu'h ■ V(u-u'h)dx,
Ja Ja

(b)     [ Vuh-V(u-u'h)dx
Ja

2

= / Vu'h • V(u-rhu)dx+ / Vu'h-V(rhu-uh)dx
Ja Ja

+ [ Vu'h-V(uk-uk)dx,
Ja

(c)     / VwA-V(7£«-wA)¿x
Ja

4

= i rV(u'h-uh)-V(rhu-uh)dx+    Vuh-V(rhu-uh)dx,
Ja Ja

(d)     / Vüh-V(rhH-üh)dx
Ja

= /   Vuh-V(rhu-uh)dx
Ja,.

+ 1   Vuh-V(rhu-uh)dx - i Vuh-V(rhu-uh)dx,
Ja>h J*h

(e)    - /   Vuh-V(rhu-uh)dx
Jak

= Gh(u-üh) + K      (rhu-uh)dx
Ja.'o*

7

= G(u - u'h) + G(u'h - ñh) + (Gh - G)(u - üh)

+K / {jhü-ühidx
Ja

9

+ K     (rhu-uh)dx-K     (rhu-uk)dx,
Jzh Jwk

10 11

(f)     / (rjü - ïïA) dx =     (rjü -u)dx+ / (u - u'h) dx
Ja Ja Ja

12

+ I (u'h-üh)dx.
Ja
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All the terms in (3.2.12) denoted 1-12 tend to zero, if A -♦ 0. This is
a consequence of the following table, where we introduce the formulas and
estimates which imply the convergence of the particular terms 1-12:

1. (3.1.33)
2. (3.1.31), (3.1.20, b)
3. (3.1.31), (3.1.30)
4. (3.1.20, e), (3.1.29), (3.1.30)
5. (3.1.20, c and e), (3.1.27), (3.1.28), (3.1.2)
6. (3.1.33)
7. (3.2.9), (3.1.27), (3.1.30)
8. (3.1.28), (3.2.11)
9. (3.1.20, c and e), (3.1.29), (3.1.2)
10. (3.1.20, b)
11. (3.1.33)
12. (3.1.30).

Hence, \u-u'h\wi.^a) -» 0 if A -+ 0. From (3.1.33) and the compact imbedding

Wl'2{Si) •-»«-» L2(Sl) it follows that \\u - u'h\\L2{Çi) -> 0 and thus,

(3.2.13) Um||M-MA||^,,2(u) = 0.
A—»0

The sequence u'h is bounded in Wl'°°(Sl). By the Lebesgue theorem, (3.2.13)

implies

(3.2.14) lim ||w - «ÁI|^..P(n) = 0,       p G [1, oo).
A—>0

Further, from the relations

II"* - uc\\m-!(ak) = H"A - "ll^.-nn-^) + HM>- ~ u^-p\xh),

(3 2 \5) HMa ~ McIIh".'(t») < II"aII»".p(t*) + ll"c||»".f(T*) '

ll"A - uc\\w'.p(a-(oh) ^ IIma - "llir'.p(n)

< ll"A - "All»".'(O) + IK _ "Il »".'(O) >
(3.1.4), (3.1.5), (3.2.14), (3.1.29), (3.1.30), and (3.1.2) we obtain (3.2.7).

(IV) Now we show that « is a physical solution of problem (2.2.16, a-c).

(a) Let e > 0 be an arbitrary number. Then by (3.1.31) (where 52 := 5i),

there exists Ae G (0, Ao) such that

l|VwA||z.oo(i2) < v/ÏÏ + e   VAg(0,A£).

By virtue of (3.2.6) we can extract a subsequence from {Vma} which converges

to V« a.e. in SI. Hence, we have IIVmIIl«.^) < v/sT + e f°r each e > 0 and

thus,

(3.2.16) HV«||i«w<*i.
(b) Let u G r+ (see (1.2.19)). Then rAu G E+ , and by (2.2.20), (3.1.20, d),

and (3.2.8, a),

(3.2.17) Gh(v)<y(h)\\v\\L~{a).

Using the strong convergence Gh —► G in (Wl>p(Sl))'   (p G (2,oo))  and

(2.2.21), we immediately get from (3.2.17) the relation

G(v) = - [ Vu • Vu dx - K [ v dx < 0,
Ja Ja

which is (1.2.22). Thus, u G ç"f K .
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+

(c) In order to prove that u satisfies (1.2.14, a-c), we observe that u'h-ü*h =

zh G V, u'h -* u , wA -* u* and thus, zh -» z :- u - u* in Wl -2(Q). Since V

is a closed subspace of Wl -2(Sl), we have u - u* G V, which is (1.2.14, b).
(d) For the verification of (1.2.14, a,c) we shall consider an arbitrary tief

and denote vh = nAu G Vh. Using (2.2.16, c), (1.2.11), (2.2.1), and (3.1.15,
a-b), we can write

(3.2.18)
a(u'h, vh) + [a(u'h, vh) - a(u'h, vh)] + [a(uh, vh) - a(u'h, vh)]

/ bp(\Vuh\2)Vuh-Vvhdx-      A/>(|V«a|2)Vïïa • Vvhdx
Jxh Jcoh

+ [ah(Uh,vh)-äh(uh,Vh)]

= L(vh) + [Lh(vh) - L(vh)] + [Lh(vh) - Lh(Vh)]+Jrh(vh).

In view of Lemma 3.1.22, we have v~h,vh—>v in Wl 'p(Sl) for p > 2, and
hence also in Wl'2(Sl). From this, Lemma 1.2.13, (2.2.14), and the fact that

u'h —> u, it follows that

lim a(u'h, vh) = a(u, v),

(3 2 19) A_>0
v-'    ; limL(ÜA) = L(u),        lim^(uA) = 0.

A-»0 A-»0

Using Lemma 1.2.13, (3.1.17), (3.1.30), (3.1.4), the boundedness of üh, vh
in Wl'2(Sl(jQh), (2.2.12), (2.2.13), and (3.1.3), we find that all terms in
the square brackets in (3.2.18) tend to zero if A -» 0. This, and (3.2.19),
immediately imply that the relation a(u, v) = L(v) is satisfied for allu G 'V.

Now from the density of "V in V and the properties of a(u, •) and L we see
that (1.2.14, a,c) holds.   D

3.2.20. Corollary. If there exists only one physically admissible solution u G

<pfd K of problem (1.2.14, a-c), then we do not need to confine ourselves to

subsequences of the family {«A}Ae(o,A0) > and we have

Jim IIu'h - «II^i.i.(n) = lim [|wÄ - «cH^i.,^) = 0

for pe[l,oo).

3.2.21. Remark. The assumptions on approximate solutions may seem rather

strong, but they are necessary to guarantee their physical admissibility. In the
following, Theorem 3.2.5 will be used as a tool for proving the convergence of

solutions of the minimization problems.

3.3. Convergence of solutions of the minimization problems. In this subsection

we shall deal with the convergence of the solutions of the minimization problems

(2.3.5). For this purpose we must introduce the Ritz projection Ph: W]'2(Sl)->

u*h + Vh defined by

(a) PhueXh,

(b) Phu-u*heVh,
(3.3.1)

(c) /   VPhU-Vvhdx=       Vuc-Vvhdx   VuA G Vh.
Jah Jah
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3.3.2.   Lemma. Provided u eu* + V, u* G W{ ,00(ß), and u*h - rhu*, we have

(a)    \in\\Phu-uc\m,mh)=Q,
ft—►O

(3.3.3) (b)    lim |^m-«1^.2(0) = 0,

(C)    U^ll^i^n*), IIÂÏÏII^1.2(0) <c    VAg(0,A0).
Proof. Let u e u* + V. Then we have w = w* + z with z G F, Pa« = "a + za
with zA G FA , and for any ^A € FA we obtain

|/>A"-Wc|2y.,2(£i/i)=  /   V(Phu-uc)-V(u*h-u*c)dx

+ [  V(Phu-uc)-V(zh-Xh)dx
Jah

+ I   V(Phu - uc) • V(Xh - zc) dx.
•>n„

This, the Cauchy inequality, the fact that Zh- Xh E Vh, and (3.3.1, c) yield the
relation

\Phu - uc\w^2(ak) < Ima _ u*\w^2(ah) + *Ç£ \Xh - zc\w^2(ah)-

By (3.1.20, a), the density of "V in the space V, and the property (3.1.23, a)
we get the assertion (3.3.3, a). The result (3.3.3, b) is obtained on the basis

of (3.1.2), (3.1.4), and the absolute continuity of the Lebesgue integral (cf.

(3.2.15)).
Further, using the relation Phu = u*h + zh, zA G Vk, (3.3.1, c) with uA :=

Zh , (3.1.8), the boundedness of the family {u*h}, and (3.1.4), (3.1.5), we get
(3.3.3, c).   D

We now formulate our second fundamental convergence result.

3.3.4.   Theorem. Let the following assumptions be satisfied:
(a) Problem (1.2.14, a-c) has exactly one solution u e <p¡f K for some K > 0.

No other solution of( 1.2.14, a-c) satisfying the entropy condition (1.2.22) ex/5/5.

(b) There exists a constant s2 > s\ such that

(3.3.5) l|VPAM|||oo(nA)<52,        Ag(0,A0).

(c) We choose e G [1, §).2>

(d) The family {<5a}A6(o,Ao) is quasiuniform.
Then the solutions {wA} of the minimization problems (2.3.5) converge to u in

the following sense:

(3.3.6) limJK-M||^,.P(n) = 0,
A—»0

(3.3.7) }}m\\Uh-uc\\wi,P{Sl)=0,
A—»0

where u'h was defined in (3.1.25) and p g [1, 00).

Proof. (I) We shall show that all uh, A G (0, A0), satisfy (2.2.16) with an
appropriate choice of the functional %h vvith property (2.2.14). Let us put

(3.3.8) ^(ua) = öa(wa,wa)-La(ua),        ua g Vk.
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By (2.3.3) we have

(3.3.9) *h(vk) = [ V$h(uh) ■ VuA dx,       vh G Vh,
Jak

and in order to prove (2.2.14), it suffices to show that

(3.3.10) Muk)\wi,HQh)-*0   ifA->0.

From the definition of the minimization problem (2.3.5) and assumption (3.3.5)

we obtain the following inequality:

Q<Muh) = \\Zh(Uh)\m.Mah)+&h(Uh)=       min       <yh(<ph)

(3.3.11) \\V<?k\\loo{0k)<S2

<J%(Phu) = ^h(Phu)\2m,2(ilh)+^h(Phu).

(1) First, we shall deal with the term ^á(^a") • By (2.3.4) we have

f- /  VPhu ■ Vwhi dx-K [  whi dx)      .
V   JaH Jah ) J

For Pi G àh let us consider the expression

(3.3.13) //:=-/ VPhu-Vwhdx-K [ whdx.
Jah Jah

If YD t¿ 0, then uja, G Vh , and by the definition of Ph we have

(3.3.14) h = -f Vuc>Vwk.dx-K I whidx.
Ja„ Ja„

However, the same is valid if Yd — 0, because

1
Wh¡ := wh, -

meas(ÎÎA)
/   uja, dx G Vh

Jah

and Vuja, = Vuja, •
Now, in view of (3.3.14), we can write

(3.3.15) I¡ = I¡+I2 + lf,

where

// = -/" Vw • V/^Wa, dx-K [ Iidwhi dx,
Ja Ja

If = / Vw • V(/£%a, - wkl) dx + K f (I\dwhi - whi)dx,
Ja Ja

if = /   Vm • Vûja. dx + K      whi dx
J(ok Jcak

— /  Vuc ■ VujAi dx-K     wk. dx.
Jth Jih

It is evident that uja. g E^ for P¡ g ôh and, by (3.1.14), Iidwh, G E+ . Hence,

since u G <Ps?,k » we bave

(3.3.17) //<0.

(3.3.16)
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Further, from the quasiuniformity of the family {<5a}a€(0,a0) > (2-3.7), (2.3.8),

(3.1.13), and the assumption that HV«^«,^ < s\, it follows that

|/2| < v^T / |V(/a%a, -whi)\dx + K [ \Iidwhi - wh,\dx
(3.3.18) Ja Ja

<ch\\wkl\\wi.i{ak) <ch-± <ch2,       he (0, A0).

Using (2.2.4), we deduce that

(3.3.19) meas[(<yA u ta) n suppü7A,] < CA3,

which together with (2.3.7) yields the estimate

(3.3.20) \lf\ < (j- + c) meas[(<WA U xh) n suppüJA/] < cA2,        A g (0, A0).

Of course, if P¡ is not a vertex of a triangle T G J~h adjacent to dSlh , then

(3.3.21) lf = if = 0.

By(3.3.15)-(3.3.21)wehave

It<(lf)+ + (lf)+ + (lf)+

{

(3.3.22) ( ch2   if p,, e dhn T and Tetf, is a triangle adjacent too QA ,

0      otherwise.

Set Nh* = card{P, G &k ; P¡ e T, where T G <^a is a triangle adjacent to dSlh} .

As {^}a€(o,a0) is quasiuniform, there holds

(3.3.23) n; < £

Now, from (2.3.8), (3.3.12), (3.3.13), (3.3.14), (3.3.22), (3.3.23), and assump-
tion (c), we obtain the estimate

(3.3.24) &k{Pku) < c^Nh*h~2eh4 < ch3~2e ̂  0   if h — 0.

(2) In the following we shall consider the expression

l4(Aw)lw>.2(£i/i)   asA^O.

Using Lemma 3.1.7, (2.3.3, a-b), (1.2.14, a-c), (1.2.11), and (2.2.1), we get for
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£A := £h(Phu) the estimate

<c|íA|2yi.2(í2)= [ VÇh'Vthdx
Jah

= ah(Phu,Çh) - Lh^h) - a(u,Íh) + L(îh)

i ,-

II£aIIwi.2(qä)

< \ak{Pku,ik) - äk{Pku,Zk)\ +  /  M|VPa"|2)VPa" ' v^dx
\Jxh

(3.3.25)

+ / A^(|VPa"|2)VPaw • V<^a dx\ + \a(Phu,th) ~ <Phu, &)|
J(Oh

+ \a(Phu,^)-a(u,^h)\ + \Lh(^h)-Lh(^)\

7

+ \Lh(th)-Lßh)\ + \L(th)-HZk)\.

The terms in (3.3.25) denoted by 1-4 and 6-8 are bounded by ch\\^h\\w^2(ah) >
as we can prove on the basis of the following table with the relations which yield

the particular estimates:

1. (2.2.12), (3.3.3, c)
2.,3. (1.1.8, c), 1.2.3(A), Cauchy inequality, (3.1.4), (3.3.3, c)
4. 1.2.13 a, (3.1.17), (3.3.3, c)
6. (2.2.13)
7. (3.1.3)
8. 1.2.13 d, (3.1.17).
We next estimate the fifth term. In view of 1.2.13c, this term is bounded by

C\PhU -  U\Wx,2(Qy\£\Wla{Qy

Further,

I£aI»".2(0) < |£a -Chimba.) + \Zh\wi-Ha) >

I£aI»m.2(îî) ̂  \Çh\w< .2(ah) + \Çh\w.*(a>ky

From this, (3.1.17) and (3.1.4) we get a bound of term 5 in the form

c\PhU - U\W\ ,-l(a)\\£k\\Wi ,2(Çiky

Summarizing the above results, we have

lrí*ll»'l.í(Q|)^C(A+|35«-«|Bri.l(0))IIClllll'l.í(Hl)

and hence, by virtue of (3.3.3, b),

(3.3.26) lli*(fl,«)ll»".*(*) - 0   ifA-O.

(3) The relations in (3.3.11), (3.3.24), and (3.3.26) imply that

(3.3.27) 2-|¿A("A)|2^,2(nA)+^A("A)-0   if*-»0.

This means that (3.3.10) is valid and thus, {wa}a€(o,a0) is a family of solutions

of (2.2.16, a-c) with Z^ satisfying (2.2.14).
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(II) Now we come to the entropy condition. From (3.3.27), assumption

(c), and Theorem 2.3.10 it follows that the functions uh satisfy the entropy

inequality (2.2.20) with the function

7(A):-v<ñT^)Ae-1,

which has property (2.2.21). Finally, we apply Theorem 3.2.5 (where we substi-

tute s\ :— s2) and Corollary 3.2.20, and we immediately get (3.3.6), (3.3.7).   G

3.3.28. Remark. By a more involved technique it is possible to extend Theo-

rem 3.3.4 to the case of a regular family of triangulations, provided it satisfies

the conditions Nh ~ 1/A2 and Nh* « 1/A .
In the case r^ = 0 the main results remain valid if instead of the spaces 'V

and Vh defined in (1.2.7, b) and (2.1.6, b) we use

T=iveC°°(n); Í  vdS = o\

and

Vh = l[veXh; J^ uA¿S = oJ,

respectively.

3.3.29. Remark. Concerning assumption (3.3.5), we refer to the result of Ran-

nacher and Scott [33], where they prove the stability of the Ritz projection in

Wl'p(Sl) for all p G [2, oo]. According to the authors of [33], it is possible
to extend this stability result to more general boundary conditions and to the

case of a piecewise smooth boundary, provided the corner angles do not exceed

some critical values.

3.3.30. Remark. In the proof of Theorem 3.3.4 it has been shown that the

limit case e - 1 is still allowed. This is an improvement of the results of

Berger [3] achieved by our refined analysis. Nevertheless, since the function

y(h) = \J¿Ph(uh)hE~x determines how well uh satisfies the entropy condition,
the choice e > 1 seems to be more suitable. For e > 1 the convergence

y(h) —> 0 is faster than for e = 1, when y(h) can tend to zero very slowly.
On the other hand, owing to the variational crimes, it is not possible to choose

e > 1.5 in domains with curved boundaries.

The numerical experiments in calculations of transonic flow past NACA 0012

profile are in agreement with our theoretical results. They show that the choice

e = 1 gives a too flat velocity distribution along the profile. If we take e > 1, the
results are better and closer to the results obtained by finite difference methods

(cf., e.g., [3]). However, the choice e > 1.5 leads in some cases to instabilities

and slow convergence of the iterative process for obtaining an approximate

solution. If we choose e G (1, 1.5), these problems disappeared.
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